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“Home” conjures a range of signifiers both material and nonmaterial; at once conceptual, cultural and 
deeply personal. Home has always been the sentimental, emotional, and narrative component of the house—as 
Luther Vandross famously sang, “a house is not a home.” But what does home mean today in a world at once 
wrenched apart and dizzyingly compressed by imperialism, globalization, capitalism, and migration? What does 
home mean today in the shadow of climate crisis, homelessness, and vast wealth disparity? What does home mean 
for black people living “in the wake” of an institution that once considered them property, commodities, objects in 
the inventory of someone else’s home? An institution where personhood was determined by land ownership, 
expropriation, enclosure and settlement? How do we contend today with the practice of building and living on 
stolen land? And in the midst of these realities and histories, how has home been forged, invented, and 
projected—“made”?  

Whether wielded rhetorically as a tool for nationalism, deconstructed as a myth that upholds relations of 
capitalism, heteronormativity and white supremacism, or as a fraught and shifting center of discourses on 
immigration, indigeneity, and settlement, the concept of home has long been at the center of debate for scholars and 
practitioners who consider space and place. While imagined as a site of privacy, protection and respite, the intimate 
domestic relations of black life at home have long been intervened upon by institutional and state authority, from 
the Moynihan report to urban renewal, from Regan-era “Welfare Queens,” to the spate of black Americans who 
have recently been assaulted and killed in their own homes by state sanctioned violence.  

Where the house may be elusive and freighted by notions of ownership, the idea of home nonetheless 
conjures familiarity, a deep sense of knowing, desire, nostalgia, and longing. For those who have had to make home 
out of the uninhabitable, home has always also included resourcefulness, pleasure, creativity and freedom. As such, 
we pose these questions with keen attention to those who have made and continue to make home outside of and in 
spite of the “house.” As a distinctly gendered territory, how have black women, in particular, labored to yet and still 
make home a vital refuge from white supremacy and the dictates of patriarchy? What has constituted the “wayward 
lives and beautiful experiment”s in domestic relations launched by those making home beyond the dictates of 
respectability, normative arrangements or bounds of law, figuring what it means to live (a free life)?  

“How will we live together?” Following this question, posed by the curators of the 2020 Venice Biennale, 
this one-day symposium interrogates discourses around housing, domesticity and the making of home. We solicit 
abstracts from students in professional schools of architecture, planning, preservation, real estate development and 
all those fields whose work engages the built domain, interrogating space, geography, urbanity, and domesticity. We 
also invite creative and speculative works or uncommon forms, like review of a studio or project brief. Papers and 
works might address, but are not limited to, topics such as: 

▪ Housing 
▪ Domesticity 
▪ Property 
▪ Carcerality  
▪ Refuge & Sanctuary 
▪ Interiors and Interiority 
▪ The Commons 
▪ Fugitivity 

▪ Planning 
▪ Segregation/Integration 
▪ Gender in the Home 
▪ Queer Home Spaces  
▪ Migration & Immigration 
▪ Family / Kinship 
▪ Homelessness 
▪ Urban Renewal 

▪ Climate Change 
▪ Green New Deal 
▪ Redlining 
▪ Mobility 
▪ Gentrification 
▪ Settlement 
▪ Displacement  
▪ Public Housing 
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Submission Guidelines:  
250-300-word Abstract as a .pdf, including full name, affiliation, address, and email. 
  
Timeline and Selection Process:  
Submit documents to bsa@arch.columbia.edu by 14 February 2020 with “Last name: HOME” in the subject line. 
Authors of accepted papers and works will be notified via email by or around 28 February 2020 and asked to 
submit a full preliminary paper draft of 2,500-4,000 words or body of 15-30 images with explanatory text by 30 
March 2020.  
 
Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions prior to the submission deadline. 
 
Travel and Financial Support:  
Limited funds are available to offset the costs of travel and accommodation, to be distributed on a case-by-case 
basis. 
 
For more information please see: https://www.arch.columbia.edu/events/HOME   
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